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Independence Day Bash Rocked Hyderabadis
By Venkat Arikatla On August 14 , 2008 | UPDATED 05:30 IST

The �rst ever Independence Day bash has been organized and turned out to be one of the most

unforgettable get together ever. The venue was the prestigious Shilpakala Vedika at the hitec

city and the event was organized by the well known web site idontwantdowry.com.

Gracing the occasion was the different shades of celebrities and dignitaries in the form of

Jayaprakash Narayan, JK Bharavi, writer Janardhana Maharshi, 'Happy Days' fame Vamsi

Krishna, Madhura Sreedhar and others. Speaking during the event Jayaprakash Narayan said

that the future of the country lies in the hands of the youth and recalled the time when folks

used to believe that white men rule and they are of a superior race but today's generation has

gone outside into the world and are ready to take up any challenges posed at them which

makes them rub shoulders with everyone. His speech was all charged up and all the youth

present were motivated with his words. The occasion was also �lled with the presence of

orphan children who enjoyed every moment of the event. As a top up to this event, an ex-

serviceman C B Raju came forward to sponsor the tickets for the orphan children and they have

participated in the event with utmost enthusiasm. Later, the event was �lled with

entertainment by classical dances and the icing on the cake was the special concert by Flute

Nagaraj and Mani Nagaraj who have given private performances to international biggies like

Prince Charles and others. The concert was really soulful and this was followed by the unveiling

of the audio CD 'Bharat Ki Goonj Bhansuri Pe' and this was done by Jayaprakash Narayan. The

audio is being released through Madhura audios and this is produced by Bomma Media.

The climax of the evening was fabulous with the closing ceremony by the song 'Vande

Mataram' by A R Rahman and this was followed by a brilliant display of �reworks which was

combined with the famous 'Chak De India' song.

The man behind this memorable event that lasted between 9pm -12 Midnight is none other

than Satya Naresh who has been a source of inspiration to many talented individuals and

speaking during the �rst hour, he said that this was a relishing gathering with little audience

and unlimited pleasure. True to his words, every individual who was present derived the full

pleasure of the event and it was heard that no one has ever tasted the sweetness of freedom

before in this manner. Hats off to you Satya Naresh !!
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